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1. Introduction
The Davis Tax Committee (hereafter referred to as the Committee) present an opportunity for
South Africa to drastically address deep rooted unemployment and inequality through eradication
of tax avoidance, base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS). Under current tax revenue patterns,
highly dependent on personal income tax and Value-Added Tax (VAT), South Africa will never be
in a position to meet its social obligation i.e. free education, healthcare system amongst others.
According to the Fiscal Financial Commission (FFC) chairperson, Mr Bongani Khumalo,
conservative estimates indicate that it will cost South Africa fiscus more than R800 billion to provide
decent basic housing to all qualifying citizens. R800 billion is more than 65 percent of 2015/16
financial year budget. Under this scenario, a program to complete construction of all houses
required it will take more than 15 years. According to Dr Badat, if South Africa is to provide free
unitary higher learning education that accessible and of high quality today for estimated 1.3 million
students at all 25 universities, it will cost more than estimated R50 billion per annum, and for an
average three year single undergraduate degree it will cost more than estimated R150 billion. To
increase old age pension grant from R1 350 to R2 600 for 1.1 million recipients, disability grant
from R1 350 to R2 400 for 1.1 million recipients, and child support grant from R360 to R640 for
11.1 million recipients, it will cost the fiscus more than R20 billion annually.
For any government to meet its social obligations, fiscal revenue plays central and vital role, it is
therefore important to eradicate tax leakages such as tax avoidance, base erosion and profit
shifting. The Committee work to review corporate tax system with special reference to aggressive
tax avoidance and BEPS is paramount to a fiscus sustainability and the Economic Freedom
Fighters (EFF) through this written submission provide concrete and substantial recommendations
in all fronts.
2. Basis of the EFF submission to the Committee
The EFF is cognisant of submissions made to the Committee by various interest groups and
sectors such as the Legal Resource Centre (LRC), Economic Justice Network (EJN), Cosatu and
Sactwu, and the Alternative Information and Development Centre (AIDC). These parties at times
offered differing recommendations, and at times similar ones. The discussions that continue to
take place on various platforms, including the Portfolio Committee on Trade and Industry (PCTI)
in Parliament where Judge Davis made a presentation, have thus far lead to agreement that South
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Africa cannot continue to be complacent about loss of revenue through aggressive tax avoidance
and illicit financial flows. Due to the complexities involved with illicit financial flows, Parliamentary
processes through the Joint Committees are likely to take longer because of the nature of the work
in Parliament and the busy schedule.
The EFF submission is different precisely because it moves away from the methods and guidelines
of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), which have proven
insufficient

and

not

helpful,

especially

for

extractive industrial economies (Piccioto & Kadet,
2013, p. 6). Therefore, dealing with inputs beyond
the actions of the OECD BEPS Action plan, as
indicated in the guidelines for submission to the

“Our Panel is convinced that Africa’s retention of
the capital that is generated on the continent and
should legitimately be retained in Africa, must be
an important part of the resources to finance the
post-2015 Development Agenda” (Mbeki, 2015)

Committee, is important and necessary. In
addition, the submission will reflect on the fundamental flaws of transfer pricing when dealing with
transactions.
The impact of BEPS and illicit financial flows is well documented all over the world. It is not a new
phenomenon as some in the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) have claimed during a
presentation to the PCTI. There are organisations that have invested vast resources to deal with
BEPS and illicit financial flow challenges, at times seemingly with much duplication. These
organisations include the OECD, the Global Financial Integrity (GFI), the Tax Justice Network
(TJN), African Monitor (AM), Oxfarm etc. There is a degree of common understanding of the grave
problem caused by BEPS and illicit financial flows, especially in developing countries and
extractive industries.
The submission is structured as follows:
•

The first section provides a clarification of the relevant terminology central to the discussion. It
often causes confusion. At times, the discussion becomes about what constitutes tax
avoidance, tax evasion, or whether transfer pricing is legal or not instead of dealing with the
consequences caused by transfer pricing, mispricing and tax avoiding business practices.

•

The second section explores the concept of tax avoidance, which is often confused with tax
evasion, to illustrate its impact on declining revenues and to motivate why it requires firm
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legislation. Even though it is extremely difficult to separate aggressive tax avoidance from
transfer mispricing, the submission separates the two for a purpose: It allows for clearer and
practical recommendation.
•

The third section provides a summary of a report of the High-level Panel (the Panel) on illicit
financial flows from Africa as an introduction to the scourge of transfer mispricing. This section
provides the most recent findings and the status quo of the problem in Africa. The report’s
credibility and methodology are essential, especially considering that it was the heads of African
states taking initiative instead of imposed initiatives by foreign organisations.

•

The fourth section of the submission discusses transfer pricing and analyses the abuse of
transfer pricing, which leads to transfer mispricing. The section further contextualises transfer
mispricing as it affects South Africa, explores the OECD contribution to dealing with transfer
mispricing to challenge the notion of transfer pricing as normal business practice, and looks at
how South Africa has responded to transfer mispricing.

•

The fifth section introduces the Sixth Method and presents examples from developing countries
implementing the method, especially in Latin America.

•

The last section makes recommendations.

The EFF’s recommendations on the submission take cognisance of the scope and terms of
reference of the Committee, but are not limited by these terms of references due to the
Committee’s heavy reliance on a faulty OECD foundation.
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3. Key terminologies
There are various practices that are considered acceptable in business, but that lead to the abuse
of weak tax administration and legislation to maximise profit. It is important to define and give
meaning to these broad concepts, since they are sometimes very loosely used and sometimes
fused.
Terminology

Definition

Transfer Pricing

An arrangement comes into being when two or more related trading entities
owned or controlled directly by the same individuals conduct trade between
each other. The term transfer pricing is used if entities are owned in common.
They may perhaps not fix prices at a market rate, but may instead fix them at
a rate that achieves another goal, commonly tax avoidance.

Transfer

It refers to the deliberate over-invoicing of imports or under-invoicing of

Mispricing

exports, usually for the purpose of tax evasion (Baker, 2010:2). The term is
usually utilised by multinational corporations as a form of tax avoidance by
selling goods and services at a lower price than market price in order to pay
less tax in the country of production, or overpricing the service a multinational
corporation receives for intangible services from its subsidiary corporation
located in a lower tax jurisdiction.

Tax Avoidance

Is prima facie lawful, and it amounts to an attempt by a taxpayer to legally
minimise his tax liability. It involves the use of legitimate means to structure
ones affairs in such a manner as to end up paying less tax.

Tax Evasion

Usually involves the use of fraud or deceit to reduce a tax liability through the
nondisclosure of income and the exaggeration of expenditure claimed as
deductions. It normally refers to unlawful ways of paying less tax, or no tax
at all, to the Receiver of Revenue. Tax evasion has also been referred to as
‘illegal arrangements through or by means of which liability to tax is hidden
or ignored’.
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Illicit Financial

Money that is illegally earned, transferred or utilised. These funds typically

Flow

originate from three sources: commercial tax evasion, trade misinvoicing and
abusive transfer pricing; criminal activities, including the drug trade, human
trafficking, illegal arms dealing, and smuggling of contraband; and bribery
and theft by corrupt government officials.

Base Erosion and According to the (OECD Secretariat, 2013), base erosion and profit shifting
Profit Shifting

refers to “tax planning strategies that exploit gaps and mismatches in tax
rules to make profits ‘disappear’ for tax purposes or to shift profits to locations
where there is little or no real activity but the taxes are low, resulting in little
or no overall corporate tax being paid.”
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4. Tax avoidance
A strong case has been made that taxpayers may minimise their tax liability. It is part of competent
business practice to anticipate and minimise tax liability (Xynas, 2010, p. 34). As observed in the
case of IR v Challenge Corp Ltd., a taxpayer who reduces his income or incurs expenditure in
circumstances that reduce his assessable income or entitle him to reduction in his tax liability, as
long as it involves a use of legitimate means to structure one’s affairs, mitigates income tax. It is
important to note, however, that there is a thin line between tax avoidance and evasion, and it is
at times difficult to establish where tax planning ends and tax offences begin when trying to
determine contravention of tax legislation (Dean, 2013, p. 6) .Over the years taxpayers, especially
multinational corporations and wealthy individuals, have abused the system in contravention of
general anti-avoidance measures by tax authorities due to weak legislation and administrative
systems. Tax avoidance, whether it is legal or not, has a severe negative impact on state’s tax
revenue, the state’s ability to provide services to its citizens and the ability to grow the economy.
Hence the EFF, in light of overwhelming evidence of the severe negative impact of tax avoidance,
argues that tax avoidance and evasion must be deemed illegal by a clear anti-tax avoidance
legislation.
5. Tax avoidance – in South Africa
During his 1994 budget speech the Minister of Finance “drew attention to the high level of tax
avoidance, much of it implemented by means of sophisticated structures”. The National Treasury
noted that the “cost to the fiscus by a way of foregone revenue has been considerable, particularly
because the generous allowances have lent themselves to tax avoidance schemes” (Treasury,
1995). The Minister established a commission and instructed Judge Katz to investigate tax reform
widely, a commission later known as the Katz Commission (the Commission). It was widely
recognised that tax avoidance was widespread, involving millions of rands in South Africa. The
Commission mandate further looked at section 103 of Income Tax Act No 52 of 1962. At that time,
due to a lack of sufficient data, the Commission could not provide a clear indication of the scale of
aggressive tax avoidance in terms of accurate figures, but made recommendations on measures
to deal with the problem. Even to this day, the South African Revenue Service (SARS) cannot
confirm with confidence the scale of aggressive tax avoidance in terms of accurate figures. The
Katz Commission recommended that in dealing with group income tax, specific anti-avoidance
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legislation must be considered, together with the application of the existing general anti-avoidance
measures (Katz, 1995:26). The Joint Standing Committee on Finance (JSCOF) supported the
Commission’s recommendation of independent anti-tax avoidance legislation and further
recommended a comprehensive overhaul and consolidation of the Income Tax Act.
The Katz Commission further recommended amendments to Section 103 (b) (i) to ensure that
transactions that are not normal business transactions or carrying out of a transactions, operations
or scheme of the nature of the transaction are regulated. The underlying principle, informed by the
OECD, which recognize transactions between related companies are normal is improper and this
will be exposed. After the Katz Commission recommendations, the Commissioner of SARS,
hereafter referred to as the Commissioner, relied heavily on General Anti-Avoidance Rules (GAAR)
to distinguish between tax avoidance, evasion and aggressive planning. The GAAR have been
largely incorporated in various parts of Income Tax Act No 52 of 1962. The most notable change
came in 2006 when Section 103(1) of the income tax was repealed. Section 103 has remained by
and large inconsistent and cannot sufficiently address an increasingly sophisticated form of tax
avoidance.
The reformed legislation puts the responsibility of testing the purpose of a transaction on the
Commissioner, and it became easier for taxpayers to arrange aggressive tax avoidance around
the purpose of a business in order to structure transactions in the most beneficial manner. Chapter
III part IIA of the Income Tax Act, Section 80A and 80L (amendment) were designed to enable
SARS to combat tax avoidance. Based on the outcome of SARS investigation in 2012, it has
become evident that taxpayers, especially multinational corporations and wealthy individuals,
continue to search for and find new methods to simply move from tax evasion parameters to legal
tax avoidance. According to SARS’ modest estimates, tax avoidance has caused a tax gap1 of 30
percent of the total revenue collected, an estimated R300 billion of the total tax collected in the
2013/14 financial year (See graph 1). Compared to most OECD countries with an average 6.5
percent tax gap, South Africa’s tax gap continues to be extremely high.

A tax gap is the difference between the amount of tax that should in theory be collected [….]
and what is actually collected (HM Revenue and Customs, 2014; 3)
1
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Figure 1: South African Tax Gap

JSCOF and the Katz Commission both acknowledge that a considerable part of the work with
regard to the Commission’s recommendations has not shown practical results, and dealing with
aggressive tax avoidance was one area. In fact, the reality shows that the recommendations have
failed dismally. As the JSCOF noted in the mid-1990s, “[t]here is a danger that issues drift into the
realm of abstraction or uncertainty, earmarked as requiring further investigation at some
unspecified time”. The Commission’s recommendation to adopt a system of group taxation of the
consolidated basis was short-sited and would have failed dismally due to a lack of information,
sophisticated tax avoidance measures and poor transparency by multinational corporations. More
than a decade later, it is evident that the Katz Commission’s work as far as tax avoidance is
concerned, has failed dismally. The failure of the Katz Commission can be attributed to its
conservative approach, and the EFF would like to caution the Committee not to fall into the same
trap. To address sophisticated and ever-changing measures of tax avoidance, the Committee must
be willing to leave what can be regarded as a comfort zone and deal with the problem head-on.
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In February 2013, the Minister of Finance in his budget speech said, “We also owe it to our
taxpayers to ensure they are not carrying the burden of those who benefit from our country’s
infrastructure and resources without paying their fair share of the costs. Around the world,
taxpayers and their governments are challenging large multinational corporations that pay little or
no tax in the countries in which they operate. Meeting in Moscow earlier this month, finance
ministers of the G20 countries were united in supporting an overhaul of international company tax
rules to address this issue. The South African Revenue Service is currently engaging with
companies that have their base of operations in SA but appear to have shifted a large proportion
of their profits to low tax jurisdictions where only a few people are employed. This is unacceptable!
SARS is also pursuing schemes identified under the revised general anti-avoidance rules following
several years’ painstaking work tracing transactions through multiple jurisdictions and entities.
These benefits typically accrue to advisors and pre-existing shareholders, rather than new
shareholders who were introduced as the ostensible beneficiaries of the transactions.
A temporary voluntary disclosure programme was implemented under legislation enacted in 2010,
which allowed taxpayers in default to regularise their tax affairs. More than 18 000 taxpayers made
use of the programme and tax of more than R3 billion has so far been collected as a result of the
programme. From 1 October 2012, a permanent voluntary disclosure programme became effective
as part of the Tax Administration Act (2011). Some 700 taxpayers have already come forward in
2013.” (Nhlanhla, 2013)
Aggressive tax avoidance continues to deplete South Africa of potential revenue, even with
considerable reforms since 1997. It is clear that SARS is failing to enforce the existing legislation,
which, if enforced, has the potential to make a significant difference to the fiscal revenue. It was
the South African authorities [SARS] that informed the Panel on a multinational corporation that
was found to have avoided R25 billion in taxes by claiming that a large part of its business was
conducted in the United Kingdom. Most countries, both developed and developing, experience a
high level of illicit financial flows in all its forms and manifestation. South Africa, being too
dependent on Eurocentric in particular OECD western solutions, has not arrived at a solution in
the past. Continuous fixation on the G20 international company tax system overhaul exercise is
not going to bring sustainable solutions. Even if the current much publicised reforms initiated by
western countries were to be implemented successfully, there is no guarantee that developing
economies will also benefit from these reforms. If one considers the large amounts lost through
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aggressive tax avoidance and SARS’ inability to enforce existing legislation, voluntary disclosure
programmes will only results in insignificant revenue compare to
Figure 2: Transfer Mispricing

what has been lost. The Committee’s recommendation must be
founded by overhaul of the current legislation, underpinned by
making tax avoidance completely illegal.
6.

Transfer Mispricing
Definition: Transfer mispricing refers to
the deliberate over-invoicing of imports or
under-invoicing of exports, usually for the
purpose of tax evasion (Baker, 2010.2).
Fictitious pricing serves to relocate
money and implement tax evasion
schemes between countries. In almost
every aspect of international trade, false
pricing has moved trillions of rands
illegally between countries over the years.
Intracompany trade across borders
presents about 60 percent of all crossborder trade (Baker, 2005; 25-28).
Example 1: The Grant Thornton report
commissioned by the Zambia Revenue
Agency (ZRA) uncovered a trail of trade
mispricing by the Glencore-controlled
lucrative Mopani Copper Mines (MCM).
They are alleged to have sold grade +1
copper well below market prices, with
MCM allegedly preferring, all too often,
the lowest price offered by a Glencore
subsidiary, described by the audit as an
act likely for buyers, not sellers, who
would experience diminished profits.

Report of the High Level Panel on Illicit Financial

Flows from Africa
Despite Africa being the richest continent in terms of mineral
reserves, amongst the highest recipients of Official Development
Assistance (ODA), and often attracting investments, especially in
extractive industry, the continent remains trapped in deep-rooted
poverty. During the 4th Joint African Union Commission/United
Nations Economic Commission for African Ministers of Finance,
Planning and Economic Development (Africa Union/Economic
Commission for Africa), African leaders recognised that for
African development priorities to be recognised, Africa will have
to be less dependent on resources provided by ‘developmental
partners’. “These considerations led to the decision to focus on
the matter of illicit financial outflows from Africa, and specifically
on the steps that must be taken to radically reduce these to ensure
that developmental resources remain within the continent” (ECA,
2014, p. 3). They recommended a high level panel to investigate
illicit financial flows phenomenon.
What remains unique about the Panel is that it drew its members,

technical committee and secretariat from diverse backgrounds endowed with the relevant
experience about Africa. Former President of South Africa, Thabo Mbeki, led the Panel. The
Panel’s detailed methodology covers a wide scope, clarifies terminologies and considers other
methodologies used by organisations such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Direction of
Trade Statistics and the World Bank (WB) Residual Method, while taking into account the
limitations caused by the lack in significant data and different assumptions. Therefore, to conduct
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the analysis, the Panel’s focus was only on the trade mispricing of commercial transactions by
multinational corporations.
The methodology used by the Panel is a combination of the Trade Pricing Model and bilateral data
for the same trade flow, information that is usually mismatched for several reasons. The Panel
found that, regardless of which methodology is applied, illicit financial flows in Africa are high and
they continue to increase, even when the lack of significant data and different assumptions are
taken into consideration. In addition, it is countries with economies that rely heavily on extractive
and manufacturing industries that suffer the most from the illicit financial flows phenomenon. The
report was a significant milestone for Africa, and it is important for all African tax authorities to
consider its findings and recommendations tax reform system.
7. Key finding by the Panel
Current estimates indicate that Africa is losing roughly R615 billion annually, a conservative
estimate due to a lack of data from some countries. It often excludes some forms of illicit financial
flows that by nature are secretive. The estimated loss is more than 50 percent of South Africa’s
annual budget. The actual loss amount to trillions. When all illicit financial flows are considered,
illicit financial flows can easily fund the budgets of most African states. South African authorities
told the Panel about a multination corporation that was found to have avoided an estimate of R25
billion, that is over 15 percent of the total corporate income tax collected in 2013/14. The Panel
was also told that the exported mineral resources are declared to be of a lower quality than the
actual quantity and quality, and reports of under-declaration of quantities exported were present in
all countries. This is happening because the Ministers of Mineral Resources continue to fail to
execute their responsibilities.
8. Some key recommendations by the High Level Panel
•

The Panel recommendation emphasises that the responsibility rests with the governments
of African states, and African states must start to look at solutions that fit into their context
instead of applying solutions designed for different contexts.

•

It is important for African states to engage with non-African actors such as financial
institutions and foreign governments to curtail illicit financial flow mechanisms that often
involve non-African private and public institutions.
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•

The Panel also recommended that African states must have clear and concise laws and
regulations that make it illegal to intentionally, incorrectly or inaccurately state prices,
quantities, quality or other aspects of trade in goods and services.

•

African states should require multinational corporations operating in their countries to
provide authorities with a comprehensive report showing their disaggregated financial
reporting on a country-by-country or subsidiary-by-subsidiary.

9. Transfer Pricing
The phenomenon of transfer pricing, as a business practice, falls within a broader category of
BEPS and illicit financial flows, even though most desktop definitions tend to highlight that it is a
legal practice. A transfer pricing arrangement occurs when two or more related trading entities
owned and controlled directly by the same individuals conduct trade with each other. The legal
definition (IBF, 2015) is as follows:
“the setting of prices at which transactions occur involving the transfer of property
or services between associated enterprises, forming part of a multinational group.
These transactions are also referred to as “controlled” transactions, as distinct
from “uncontrolled” transactions between companies that, for example, are not
associated and can be assumed to operate independently (“on an arm’s length
basis”) in reaching terms for comparable transactions”
If a transfer price can be shown to be the same as at the market price, it falls within acceptable
transaction by the tax administration. Based on international standards, if the prices charged
between related entities can compete with the prices in similar transactions carried out between
independent entities at arm’s length, the transaction can be acceptable by tax authorities. There is
overwhelming evidence to indicate that transfer pricing is being done at a rate intended to achieve
nothing else but tax avoidance. However, in a case were transfer pricing increases the cost or
reduces the sale value in the state that charges higher tax rates and increases the sale value or
reduces the costs in states with lower tax rates, the practice is called transfer mispricing (See Box
1).
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10. Transfer Mispricing
The term transfer mispricing is used to describe arrangements that involve a transfer of goods and
services at a fictitious price in order to transfer income or expenses from one enterprise to another.
Multinational corporations mostly utilise transfer mispricing as a form of tax avoidance through
selling goods and services at a significantly lower price than a market price in order to pay lesser
taxes in the country of production. The other practice is to overprice a service that a multinational
corporations receives for intangible services from subsidiaries located in a lower tax jurisdiction.
The practices of transfer mispricing literally divorces the relation between location of real business
operation and location of profit (Dust, 2015, p. 3). Transfer mispricing constitutes the core of illicit
financial flows and most of the criminality today is facilitated by some 60 international tax havens,
secret jurisdictions crafting and operating disguised corporations and shell companies (Thabo
Mbeki Foundation, 2013). The GFI found that more than 77.8 percent of illicit financial flow between
2003 and 2012 was mainly due to transfer mispricing (Spangers & Kar, 2014, p. 2). It is important
for the Committee to note that transfer pricing does not only affect the mining sector, but all
industries e.g. manufacturing, information communication technology, financial services, etc. are
affected.
11. Sectors affected by transfer mispricing
Transfer mispricing in Africa has affected mainly extractive industries, in particular mineral
resources. However, it is important to emphasise that all sectors and industries are affected by
transfer mispricing. There are distinct features that require different meticulous solutions to address
the challenge of transfer mispricing. What all sectors and industries share in common is that trillions
of rands is channelled through to tax haven jurisdiction shared by few wealthy individuals.
Example 1: Lonmin (Mining sector)
The recently released report of the Farlam Commission of Inquiry into the Marikana Massacre of
Mine Workers by the Police admitted evidence from the AIDC that shows a trail of transactions
that fall within transfer mispricing parameters as an effort to aggressively avoid taxes. According
to Farlam Commission of Inquiry (2015, p. 539), “the evidence leaders also submit, correctly in the
Commission’s opinion that the affordability argument is, on its own terms, incorrect”. They
motivated this submission by pointing out:
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Over the 2007–2011 period in which Lonmin claims that WPL and EPL could not afford to meet
their housing obligations, which were budgeted at R665m, the two companies


Paid dividends of US$607 million to Lonmin Plc and Incwala Resources (Pty) Ltd,
and



Paid more than R1.3 billion in marketing commissions’ payments to Lonmin Plc (in
the form of its SA branch company Lonmin Management Services (Pty) Ltd) and/or
its Bermudan registered subsidiary, West Metal Sales Ltd.

Over Management Services made an aggregate profit of R643.5 million on these “marketing
commissions” paid by WPL and EPL (Farlam, 2015, p. 541).
Figure 3: Lonmin Web of Deceit

Lonmin Management Services (Based in South Africa) - Offeres actual
insurance, transport, marketing and sales services.

$$$

Lonmin Operation Expenses
(Based in South Africa)

Salaries and Wages
Other Operational Expenses
High
Insurance
Operational
transport
Expenses <
Marketing/Sales
Low
Taxable
Income

West Metal Sales (Subsidiary
registered in tax haven stricly for
tax purposes)
Majority of Lonmin Operation
Expenses in South Africa are
provided by West Metal Sales, but
in reality this company is only a
shelf company without actual
operations.
Prices inflated to reduce taxeable
income in South Africa
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Example 2: BWM Group (Manufacturing)
The finance, sales and marketing part of the BWM group moved from Germany to The
Netherlands, a move termed by many as strategic tax position. BWM South Africa, like other BMW
manufacturing plants across the world, approaches BMW in The Netherlands as a competitive
bidder for exclusive rights to manufacture a specific range of models. The sales of exclusive rights,
marketing, sales and sales of parts open up opportunities that the multinational corporation exploit
to avoid taxes, unjustifiably so.
Figure 4: BMW Group Business Strategic Unit located in The Netherlands

Profit after tax

BWM Group, HQ
Germany
Responsibility: Design, Engineering and Management
of all subsidiaries

BMW Business Strategic Unit
Netherlands (Tax Haven)
Responsibility: Patent and License Sales, and Marketing

Transfer Pricing: Over priced patent, license and
marketing cost to reduce taxable income

Intellectual Property (IP), BMW
Designs
Unique and Valuable Contribution???

BMW South Africa
Pretoria (Rosslyn)
Responsibility: Production

Example 3: Google (ICT Sector)
Recent unprecedented investigation into agreements, tax returns and other business
documentation into Luxembourg has uncovered the multibillion dollar tax secrets of some of the
world’s largest multinational corporations (the Guardian, 2014). The technology company, Google
Group, is reported to have avoided more than £218 million in tax in 2012. Chairman Eric Schmidt
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admitted “Google could pay more tax but don’t have to”. When Google revealed its annual profits
after tax, tax accounted attributed minimal taxes to registered UK operations as a service to
Ireland, where corporate tax is lower. Google structures its affairs so that it pays as little tax as
possible. It is likely that as much as Google has a formidable presence in South Africa and earns
enormous revenue from marketing and advertising, like in the rest of the world, the country doesn’t
earn any tax revenue. There is a long list of cloud-based companies, including financial software
used by government and state owned entities.

Ireland (Tax haven):
Strategic Business Unit
(No Operations)
Services??????

United Kingdom:
Operations
•
•
•
•

Advertising
Sales
Marketing
Users

Income, Low Taxes and High
Profits

Figure 5: Google tax avoidance
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The majority of multinational corporations operating through subsidiaries in South Africa have
strategically positioned their financial and management units in tax havens to aggressively avoid
paying due taxes in places of actual business and operations (See Table 1).
Multinational Companies

Subsidiaries in South Africa

Header quarters

Strategic Business Unit

Locations

Tax Haven

Acer
BMW
Agrid International
TLC Communication
Barclays Bank
Cisco System Inc
SAB Miller
EDS Group
General Electric
Glencore
Hertz International
Johnson Control
Levi Strauss & Co
Vodafone
Volkswagen

Acer South Africa
BMW South Africa
Agrid South Africa
Alcatel Touch South Africa
ABSA Barclays
Cisco South Africa
SABsa Holding
EDS South Africa
General Electric South Africa
Glencore
Hertz Inc
Johnson Control South Africa
Levi Strauss South Africa
Vodacom
Volkswagen South Africa

Xizhi New Taipei, Taiwan
Germany
United Kingdom
Hong Kong
United Kingdom
United State
United Kingdom
United State
United State
Switzerland
United State
United State
United State
United Kingdom
Germany

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
SAB Miller Finance
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Chang Jia cang
Malta
United Kingdom
Hong Kong
United Kingdom
United State
Netherlands
United State
United State
Switzerland
United State
United State
United State
Berkshire
Netherlands

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 1: Multinational Corporations operating in South Africa with links to subsidiaries in tax havens
12. Transfer mispricing in South Africa
The phenomenon of transfer mispricing has been recognised and acknowledged in South Africa
as early as 1970, and there were various instances that highlight concerns about transfer
mispricing and capital flight. Rustomjee (1991, p.92) has observed that, “the magnitude of
unrecorded outflows since 1970 at current prices is $37.1 billion ($55.3 billion, RR139 million in
1988 prices)”. Note that South Africa’s foreign debt stood at $21.1 billion (R53.4 million) in 1988
(Rustomjee, 1991, p. 21)Furthermore, Rustomjee (1991, p. 96) has observed that, “in 1985, the
USA was the largest importer of South Africa’s specified exports, importing some $1.5 million (R3.8
million) or 17.5 percent of total specified exports of $8.6 million (R21.5 million). A detail (yet
preliminary) breakdown of SA-USA trade for 1985 by commodity type according to CCN (formerly
Brussels Tariff Nomenclature) classification indicates that under invoicing exports to the USA
amounts to $724 million (R1.8 billion), about 32% of reported US imports”. Lord (2009) has noted
that the Katz Commission’s first interim report articulated the fact that there was lack of protection
against the abuse of transfer pricing. The Commission further noted that the South African tax
system needed legislative teeth with which to protect itself against excessive price manipulation
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between parties. The second interim report listed the following four approaches as developed by
the world’s tax systems, from which the South African legislative could choose counteract transfer
pricing:
a) The most stringent approach has legislative teeth backed up with formal, detailed and binding
regulations as to what constitutes acceptable pricing, exemplified by the United States;
b) A second approach, also with legislative teeth, does not have formal regulations, but does
have detailed guidelines as to acceptable pricing, such as the German model;
c) The third approach also has anti-transfer pricing legislation, but relies on arm’s length
concepts to dictate acceptable pricing practices, as in the United Kingdom and other
countries that rely strongly on OECD guidelines; and
d) A fourth approach which does not have any specific transfer pricing legislation and relies on
normal, general anti-avoidance provisions and tax law to combat transfer pricing, such as in
The Netherlands.
In the third report, the Katz Commission (1996) recommended that the third approach, which relies
on arm’s length concepts as contained in the OECD guidelines, be implemented in South Africa.
The Katz Commission’s recommendation proved to be an immense failure, and it is important the
Committee is aware that to play it safe by introducing minimal changes will not solve the challenge
of transfer mispricing. Whilst illegal capital flight was also characteristic of the apartheid era, and
is equally prevalent for much of Africa, its sheer volume in the post-apartheid economy, as
calculated and presented, is particularly noteworthy. South Africa Financial Intelligence told the
Portfolio Committee on Finance of Parliament that over the last decade, South Africa has lost in
excess of R600 billion in illicit financial flow in the last decade. Due to the nature of these crimes
this is a very conservative estimate, and transfer pricing plays a major role. The loss is more than
15 percent of South Africa GDP and half of the annual budget.
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13. Consequences of transfer mispricing for South Africa
The GFI (2014). 23).

reports indicates that “trade misinvoicing accounts for a substantial

majority—77.8 percent—of illicit financial flows over the period of this study [2003 to 2012],
meaning that curbing trade misinvoicing must be a major focus for policymakers around the world”,
and notably, South Africa lost US$122 billion (close to R2 trillion, twice the South African annual
budget) in the same period through illicit financial flows There are varying degrees of the
consequences of illicit capital flight and/or transfer pricing in South Africa and the following points
to the possible degree of what this could have cost South Africa. In the submission made to the
Portfolio Committee on Trade and Industry, the South African Mining Development Agency
(SAMDA) highlighted that the following constitutes the impacts of transfer pricing in South Africa’s
mining sector:
•

Outflows exceed local spending significantly; projects that are committed to are
underfunded because of a perceived loss of profitability and commitments are scaled
delayed or scaled back.

•

BBBEEE partners to mining companies are robbed of profits and so dividends that would
have gone towards re-paying loans and funding products now lead to cancelled BBBEEE
deals (SAMDA, 2014).

It should be highlighted that the SAMDA illustrated that virtually all resource extraction companies
in South Africa are involved in transfer mispricing, and they could disclose these companies if
guaranteed protection (Miningnews, 2014). The AIDC says, “Profit shifting is done at the expense
of both mine workers fighting for a living wage of R12 500, for example, and the South African
Revenue Services (SARS) which collects tax on the profits of these subsidiaries. Transfer pricing
also moves money away from Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) minority shareholders. They
expect to be paid dividends from the local entities – the subsidiaries that produce all new value in
the group and where they hold shares. In a report about Lonmin, which has not yet been credibly
disputed”. The AIDC continues by saying "in sum, Lonmin, just for the years 2008 to 2012
transferred in commission fees $160 million (R1, 231 billion) to a Lonmin subsidiary, Western
Metals Sales Limited based in Bermuda, a well-known tax haven. A further $155 million (R1, 170
billion) was paid in management fees to Lonmin Management Services. These amounts were
shifted from Lonmin’s South African operations and effectively put out of reach of possible wage
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demands, meetings of its social labour plan commitments and beyond what would have been
“taxable income”. Lonmin’s Bermuda connection is one piece in a complex inter-company labyrinth
and picture of excessive dividend payments before the 2008 crash, exorbitant executive salaries
as well as yearly management fees to head offices" (AIDC, 2014).
In an interview conducted with Moneyweb, the Director for African Monitor, Namhla MnikiMangaliso admits that, “South Africa lost R237bn in illicit financial flows in 2011 and over R1trn
between 2002 and 2010”, and this is due to the reality that “South Africa does not have any internal
system of monitoring what these quantities are and we all generally – both government and NGOs
– depend on Global Financial Integrity to gather that data” (Mniki-Mangaliso, 2015). Furthermore,
the African Monitor Director points to the reality that, “We know that SARS has this infrastructure;
however, it's not publicly available. And parts of what we want to recommend are in fact processes
which are transparent about which South African companies are undertaking those kinds of
activities” (Mniki-Mangaliso, 2015)
The African Monitor Director Mniki-Mangaliso further observes the following: “…and if we start
considering what R237bn is … we did a bit of an assessment in our own study and we realized
that, with those kind of funds for instance, you could create six million new jobs per annum, or you
could use the same amount of money to create … for one million students per annum. In other
words, what we are trying to say as African Monitor is we are not just concerned that this is illegal
activity, but we are also concerned that these are resources that could in fact be directed to
investment in development and in inclusive growth in our own country. It's a significant loss” (MnikiMangaliso, 2015)
“SARS has a department that primarily focuses on that. … Despite the incredible efforts they are
making, they have only in the last two years been able to investigate only 30 important cases of
illicit financial flows and particularly mis-pricing. And so there is a dire need to multi… and create
our own technical capacity to be able to check these things. … In fact the issue of technical skills
is the one area South Africa needs to focus on, which means not just focusing on government skills
but also to focus on the roles that academic institutions can play in all the … tracking some of
these companies, the roles that civil society can play in also independently monitoring some of
those companies. But we can't start doing that without government creating a … such as
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merchants known to us who are big companies that evade checks on an annual basis – and most
of those known to South African citizens, which those companies are” (Mniki-Mangaliso, 2015).
The GFI specifically says that, “South Africa moved into the top ten, jumping from 13th to tenth.
India and Malaysia swapped places, with India now fourth and Malaysia now fifth in the developing
world. A closer examination of all Mining corporations in South Africa will reveal that virtually all
mining corporations have subsidiaries in jurisdictions considered as tax havens and have financial
relationships with the tax havens, whilst there is no real activity from those tax havens. This
includes mining corporations with BEE Shareholders, even in relatively successful cases such as
Patrice Motsepe’s African Rainbow Minerals.” (Mniki-Mangaliso, 2015).
14. How does South Africa respond to transfer pricing?
It is important to highlight the reality that in his response to the question posed by the EFF to the
Deputy President Cyril Ramaphosa in the National Council of Provinces (NCOP) on transfer
pricing, this is what he said: “Honourable Member, there is currently no plan to establish a
commission to investigate tax evasion and capital flight from South Africa. Tax evasion and the
illegal transfer of capital across borders is dealt with by relevant authorities, which include the
South African Revenue Service, the South African Reserve Bank, and the law and prosecuting
authorities. As part of their routine activities, the South African Revenue Service and the South
African Reserve Bank continually assess taxpayers and significant financial transactions where
they believe that such activities are not declared or are not legitimate. The most significant form of
tax evasion practices are done via base erosion and profit shifting, known as BEPS, which
describes tax planning strategies that rely on mismatches and gaps that exist between the tax
rules of different jurisdictions. These strategies are designed to minimise the corporation tax that
is payable overall by either making tax profits "disappear" or by shifting profits to low tax operations
where there is little or no genuine activity. In most cases BEPS strategies are not illegal. Largely,
they exploit differences in tax rules between countries”.
This is a global problem, and for this reason the OECD has commenced a major research project
to sharpen the mechanisms to deal with transfer pricing and base erosion” (Ramaphosa, 2014).
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The interim report of the Committee illustrates the fact that South Africa has transfer pricing
legislation in section 31 of the Income Tax Act. As the OECD recommends, South Africa applies
the arm’s length principle to curb transfer pricing. The legislation focusses on cross-border
transactions, operations, schemes, agreements or understandings that have been effected
between, or undertaken for the benefit of, connected persons. If the terms or conditions made or
imposed by the connected persons differ from the terms and conditions that would have otherwise
existed between independent persons acting at arm’s length, and the difference confers a South
African tax benefit on one of the parties, the taxable income of the parties that have benefitted
must be calculated as if the terms and conditions had been at arm’s length. To determine an arm’s
length price South Africa makes use of the methods set out in the OECD Transfer Pricing
Guidelines, which are also set out in SARS Practice Note 7.
Indeed, South Africa’s approach to the phenomenon of transfer pricing is dealt with through
existing legislation, SARS’ Practice Note No 7 para 7.3 states that:
“… the problem to be resolved is how a multinational should determine what price
would have arisen if transactions between its members were subject to market forces.
The solution advanced by the arm’s length principle is that a comparable transaction
between independent parties (an uncontrolled transaction) should be used as a
benchmark against which to appraise the multinational’s prices (the controlled
transaction). Any difference between the two transactions can then be identified and
adjusted. An arm’s length price that will reflect the economic contributions made by
the parties to the transaction can be determined for the controlled transaction.”
(SARS, 1999)
Despite the inadequacies that have been identified in the OECD approach to the phenomenon of
transfer pricing, the Committee still recommends that legislators should ensure that section 31 of
the Income Tax Act refers to the OECD guidelines. This is stated in SARS Practice Note 7, but
SARS Practice Notes are not legally binding. At least one legally binding general ruling, as
provided for in section 89 of the Tax Administration Act, 2011, should be enacted on section 31.
Without departing from the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines, the suggested general ruling should
include a set of principles reflecting the South African reality. The Committee’s draft report further
notes that SARS should ensure that the enforcement capacity of its transfer pricing unit is
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adequate. It should also ensure that there is sufficient transfer pricing training and capacity building
in its transfer pricing unit” (Davis, 2014).
15. OECD contribution to transfer mispricing
OECD began to coordinate efforts to deal with transfer pricing with its report of 1979, but as early
as early as 1980, there were already considerable difficulties in implementing OECD methods that
had been identified due to difficulty to identify suitable comparable prices (Piccioto & Kadet, 2013,
p. 2). It must be noted that while the OECD is a dominant key role player in the conceptualisation
of the illicit financial flows challenges, and solutions thereof for a long time, it is not the sole
authority on the matter. There are other cogent alternate narratives and proposed solutions from
other role players such as the TJN, Oxfarm, GFI, African Monitor, and most recently the report with
key findings and solutions by the Panel. It is therefore important for the Committee to not rely on
the OECD as the only source of solutions. There are other solutions proposed by other
organisations that the Committee must give enough considerations instead of the OECD methods,
which have not work for years.
The former head of the OECD transfer pricing unit acknowledged that “whatever we [OECD] are
doing is not producing accurate result if it turn out that 75 percent of the world’s income, under the
current transfer pricing system, if reflected as being earned in Singapore, Switzerland, the Cayman
Islands, and Bermunda” (Tax Justice Network, 2014). The OECD continues to be a club of rich
countries, and its member states will be under constant pressure from their large multinational
corporations to maintain the status quo or to allow for modest adjustments to how tax is allocated
between ‘residences’, mainly OECD countries, and ‘sources’ where operations takes place, which
are mainly developing countries. This has created tension with developing countries, which on the
one hand want to participate in the BEPS initiatives and its promise of producing remedies for the
shortcomings in the international tax systems, and on the other hand feel pressure to assert their
own fiscal sovereignty, conscious that a club of rich countries may be seeking to protect primarily
its members first (Tax Justice Network, 2013).
Most developing countries that have attempted to implement the OECD methods experienced
extreme difficulties, unsurprisingly due to a lack of local and even regionally comparable prices,
and found that the implementation often generated disagreements, conflicts and a high number of
legal disputes with tax payers (Piccioto & Kadet, 2013, p. 2). It is now evident that it is important
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to have an overall fundamental re-evaluation of the OECD transfer pricing methods and
international tax system to discontinue the divorce of profit between the place of production
activities and where profit is taxed, and not a mere patch-up of the existing rules. It is important
because the OECD approach to transfer pricing and the international tax system have failed and
will continue to fail. OECD methods are based on a principle of comparing transactions between
related parties with those of unrelated parties, but transactions between related parties do not have
the characteristics of a contract freely negotiated.
The OECD methods fail because the underlying principles of transactions between unrelated
trades cannot be applied to a transaction of related parties. This is especially the case with
extractive and manufacturing industries. The upcoming publication by BEPS Monitoring Group
articulates this argument properly:
“The central problem underlying the commodity transactions between two related
parties is the lack of validity of the price settled by such an agreement. Independent
parties trading commodities settle their agreements in open markets and generally
based on future prices. However, such conditions are necessarily different between
related parties where such transactions take place within large corporate groups.
These are generally vertically-integrated, so that the commodity is transferred to the
related party for processing and perhaps eventual use in manufacturing; or they are
large diversified commodity traders and brokerages. Transfers within such large
integrated corporate groups cannot be regarded as in any way equivalent to
transactions between unrelated parties. This gives rise to a range of problems for tax
authorities seeking to establish an appropriate level of profit for the commodity
producing subsidiary of such a group.
First is the question of risk. Due to the characteristics of the extractive industries
producing such commodities, the producer faces risks resulting either from natural
causes (i.e. the weather) or from the volatility of the markets which often produce wide
price fluctuations, or indeed both. An independent producer can try to manage such
risks by using forwards contracts, and may also benefit from knowledge of published
prices where there is organized trading of derivative contracts based on relevant
commodities. However, an integrated firm can internalize this risk management, by
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combining the relative security of supply due to involvement in production, with the
management of stocks and ultimate delivery. Often, it assigns the trading activity to an
affiliate to which it attributes substantial risks and capital, in order to justify the fact that
it receives a disproportionate profit margin.
Secondly, the commodity supply chain often includes a number of other activities which
are generally internalized within integrated corporate groups, such as logistics,
insurance, transportation and commercialization. Like commodity trading, these
functions may also be assigned to separate affiliates which, because of the nature of
the functions concerned, can easily be organized so that their profits are attributable to
jurisdictions where they will be subject to low levels of taxation. Thus, commodity
producing countries face the situation where the profits attributable within an integrated
firm to physical production are often far lower than those to related service activities.
Since such service activities are easily organized in such a way as to bear low taxes,
this is a major source of BEPS. The BEPS effect in respect of transactions with
commodities and extractive industry is possibly even more critical for developing
countries than similar practices in other sectors of economy. This is due to the primary
importance and key nature of this industry for the economies of many developing
countries and thus inherent reliance and dependency of the state budgets of these
countries on the tax revenues from these commodity producing or extracting activities
In this context, the standard OECD approach to transfer pricing is clearly unsuitable.
The Guidelines specify that the starting point in evaluating the profits of associated
enterprises should be the transactions between them, which are supposed to be
evaluated by reference to comparable transactions between unrelated entities.
However, it should be clear that a transaction between related parts of an integrated
corporate group has none of the characteristics of a contract freely negotiated between
truly independent parties, since all of its terms and conditions will have been decided
administratively and aimed at maximizing the benefits to the firm as a whole. Indeed, in
the case of primary commodity production, the producing affiliate will generally be very
much subordinate to the concerns of the firm’s head office, which is likely to focus on
the upstream and marketing aspects of the business. In our view, therefore, such
contracts should not be considered the starting point. Recognizing the lack of suitable
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comparable in many cases, the OECD has increasingly moved towards the attribution
of profits based on the functions performed, assets owned and risks borne by the
various affiliates. In our view, this also is unsuitable, since MNEs design corporate
structures involving functional fragmentation frequently with BEPS objectives, as
described above”. (Piccioto & Kadet, 2013)
Even if SARS is to implement the current legislation based on OECD methods, the institutional
requirements simply don’t exist. To examine the details of intra-firm transaction tax authorities us
specialist staff, legal experts who understand complex organisations and transaction, economic
analysis capabilities and specific knowledge of the characteristics of each business sector, and all
these for assessing a transaction that to begin with must not happen. It is important to acknowledge
that the current methods of dealing with transfer pricing and international tax system are positioned
to benefit developed economies by exploiting developing economies, this will not vanish without
contestation. It must be recognised that the system is inherently defective and needs a complete
overhaul.
16. Introduction of the Sixth Method
The Sixth Method is relatively new compared to the OECD method, and it fundamentally departs
from the OECD methods. There are two important distinctions that make the Sixth Method more
valuable and a shift away from OECD failed methods.
Firstly, the method’s point of departure, unlike OECD methods, does not assess a transaction as
the beginning of determining the appropriate price used when trade between related entities take
place. Secondly, unlike the arms-length principle, which depends largely on comparison of
controlled and uncontrolled prices that take place largely in an open free market were trading
parties decide without regulation, the Sixth Method depends solely on the quoted prices for
relevant commodities to establish a clear benchmark. This results in attributing an appropriate level
of profit to the affiliate producing the commodity concerned. The application of the Sixth Method
considers quoted prices of export/import goods at the time of shipment, regardless of volume,
geography, and other factors that influence the price” (PWC, 2014). Price Waterhouse Cooper,
which critically wrote about the Sixth Method, illustrates that “The sixth method originated in
Argentina, where the government sought to address raw materials transactions that utilised an
agent located in a country where significantly less tax was paid than in the exporting country”. For
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many developing countries, exports of commodities are such a significant part of their economy
that it is important to avoid price manipulations that lower transfer prices and taxes collected.
For developing countries with economies that rely heavily on commodities exports, changes to
transfer pricing rules are a guaranteed source to increase taxable income. The strategy appears
to be supported by international development organisations. Mandating the use of the Sixth
Method has been an effective way for governments to increase the tax assessed on companies
exporting commodities (PWC, 2014). In general, the Sixth Method may apply in the following
circumstances:
•

Export/import transactions of tangible goods (classified as commodities) between related
trading parties.

•

The price of the tangible goods are publicly quoted in the transparent market (known as
public price)

•

In certain cases where there is a foreign intermediary in the inter-company transaction so
that goods do not reach the final consumer directly (triangular transactions), (PWC, 2014).

Perhaps the most important aspect about the Sixth Method is that developing countries are
beginning to adopt a model to address transfer pricing. The PWC (2014) policy brief illustrates
that:
“Argentina in 2003 was the first country to implement the sixth method, with countries
such as Ecuador and Uruguay soon following. Latin American countries have been
active in adopting the sixth method in the last two years. Of the new jurisdictions in
Latin America introducing transfer pricing legislation (e.g., Dominican Republic, El
Salvador, Guatemala, and Chile) all but Chile introduced the sixth method and of
those amending the current regulations (e.g., Brazil, Panama, Peru, and Colombia),
Brazil and Peru adopted the sixth method. India also has introduced a sixth method
that appears to expand the CUP method” (PWC, 2014).
Furthermore, in July 2014, Bolivia adopted the Sixth Method, and this and many other practical
reasons call on South Africa to thoroughly investigate the possibility of adopting the Sixth Method
with immediate effect.
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17. Recommendations
17.1.1.
•

Political Recommendations

Parliament must pass an act of Parliament to make tax

entina’s Success

avoidance completely illegal, for example the Anti-Tax
Exploitative Schemes Act (ATESA). The legislation must
clearly show where tax planning ends and criminality begins.
There is very thin line between tax planning, avoidance and
evasion, which makes it extremely difficult for authorities to
distinguish. Even though there is a reasonable allowance for
taxpayers to reduce their tax liability, most of these activities
border on acts of criminality. All legislation aimed at combating
tax avoidance must replace the terms avoidance and evasion
with tax exploitation schemes, both illegal.
•

The Anti-Tax Exploitative Scheme Act must introduce
stronger

penalty

regimes,

including

expropriation

of

multinational corporations who participate in aggressive tax
avoidance and transfer mispricing without compensation. The
penalty regime must seek to jail directors and executives like
those

of

Lonmin,

corporations

who

Glencore
engage

in

and

other

transfer

multinational

mispricing

and

aggressive tax avoidance.
•

The President must institute a Judicial Commission of Inquiry
in terms of Section 84 (2) (f) of the Constitution, which states,
“The President is responsible for – appointing commissions of
inquiry” on illicit financial flows (RSA, 1996). The Commission
of Inquiry should specifically look into illicit financial flows from
South Africa since 1994.

Argentina: Sixth Method Case
Study
The post-recession period, which
started in mid-1998 and ended in
2001, resulted in government loan
default. This came after attempts led
by the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) backed by tens of billions in
lending to resuscitate the economy
that was in a downward spiral.
Between 2003 and 2008, Argentina’s
real GDP grew by an average of 8.6
percent annually. The country
experienced remarkable economic
growth
default
and difficulties
borrowing from international financial
markets over the past nine years, and
relatively
low
Foreign
Direct
Investment (FDI).
Argentina’s policy direction shifted far
from policies usually believed to be
superior, pursuit of policies that
please the bond market, international
investors
and
attracting
FDI.
Argentina’s government, including
other policy areas, focused on
creating revenue through company
tax.
Tax collection in Argentina has risen
steadily during late years. In fiscal
year 2010 government’s revenue
increased with 34 percent on a yearon-year basis. The increase in tax
revenue is mainly due to increased
audit of activities of cross border
transactions since the implementation
of the Sixth Method.
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•

Government must establish a Cross-Agency Task Team (CATT), a multi-disciplinary team
which includes officials from the National Treasury, Financial Intelligence Centre (FIC), South
African Reserve Bank, and SARS to gather reliable data. Currently, authorities in their
respective territories work in silos and this has led to incoherent efforts by government to
combat tax avoidance and illicit financial flows due to lack of credible data. The team must have
the power to access the annual financial statements and tax planning of multinational
corporations with subsidiaries operating in South Africa across all sectors for the past financial
years.

•

Parliament must pass a special appropriation to fuel the establishment of CATT, independent
from SARS, the National Treasury and government politics.

•

As it is the case in many other countries, bankers who facilitate and assist multinational
corporations with illicit financial flows and transfer mispricing must be subject to excessive fines,
prosecution and jailing.

•

Banks that persist with policies detrimental to the national interest and that stretch the exchange
control laws must be expropriated without compensation and nationalised.

•

The National Treasury and the SARB must review exchange controls legislation and this must
be updated and tightened to ensure that South Africa is not vulnerable to transfer mispricing
and to more general predatory behaviour by multinational corporations, international merchants
and financial institutions.

•

There must be a tighter boarder control of goods illegally brought from South Africa’s
neighbouring countries.

•

SARS must significantly boost customs enforcement by equipping and training officers to
ensure tighter boarder control. .

17.2. Economic Recommendation
•

State ownership and control of the strategic extractive industries, in particular mineral
resources, and participation in trade of commodities will completely remove illicit financial flows.
The vehement refusal of the current mining bosses and those politically connected with Broadbased Economic Empowerment (BEE) shares in the mining sector, like the Deputy President
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Cyril Ramaphosa and the Chairperson of the African National Congress (ANC), that mines must
be nationalised so that the state can play a greater role, is not an economic argument, but
protection of the criminal illicit financial flow practices that exist in the sector.
•

Transfer mispricing and aggressive tax avoidance in the mining sector can be eradicated
through creation of a state-owned mining company. In addition, it will lead to many other
developmental outcomes such as sustainable local beneficiation and industrialisation.

17.3. Technical recommendations
The Companies Act No.7 of 2008:
•

The Companies Act No 7 of 2008, under Section 13, the Right to Incorporation or Transfer
Registration of Foreign Companies, the Memorandum of Incorporation must be referred to
SARS for investigating possible tax exploitative schemes.

•

All for-profit companies must submit annual financial statements, audited and non-audited. This
will not impose additional administration requirements to companies as the legislation strives to
balance competing objectives between simplicity and flexibility with transparency, as
companies are required to prepare annual financial statements. A relative threshold can be
applied to ensure that small businesses are not subjected to unnecessary administrative
requirements.

•

All trade transactions that involve related trading entities where one trading entity is located in
tax haven jurisdictions must be submitted as annexures of annual financial statements when
companies do annual returns.

•

Trading bank account of all companies operating in South Africa must be through South African
banking systems.

Income Tax Act No.58 of 1962:
•

The Income Tax Act must be split into two parts, namely personal income and corporate income
tax, to allow for the application of the proposed Anti-Tax Exploitive Schemes Act to tax
avoidance and evasion by multinational corporations.

•

All words in the Act that refer to tax avoidance, evasion or postponing must be replaced by tax
exploitation schemes, and all these practices must be deemed illegal. Whatever is considered
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a reasonable allowance for taxpayers to reduce their tax liability must be for practical application
more than an allowance to reduce the actual tax liability.
•

The anti-tax exploitative scheme legislation must show clearly where tax planning ends and
illegal aggressive tax avoidance begins in both personal and corporate income tax.

•

Section 76G Exclusions, refusals and rejections – anti-avoidance provisions, anti-avoidance
doctrine, must be substituted by anti-tax exploitive schemes

•

Section 88C Circumstances where inappropriate to settle - only subsection (a) must be
removed, substituted by new section
▪

Add: Section 88 (d) Circumstances where settlement is not allowed – subsection
(a): it is not allowed of the State to ‘settle’ a ‘dispute’ if in the opinion of SARS •

The action by the person concerned that relates to the ‘dispute’ constitutes
international tax evasion or fraud.

•

Section 88D (d) must be removed completely to ensure that SARS position in dispute is an
outcome of a criminal investigation preceded by a penalty regime as outlined by the Anti-Tax
Exploitive Schemes Act.

•

Section 103 Transaction, operations or schemes for a purpose of avoiding, evasion or
postponing liability for or reducing amounts of taxes on income, must be removed to form the
basis of Anti-Tax Exploitive Schemes Act.

Tax Administration Act No.28 of 2011:
•

Section 80, Rejection of application for advance ruling - subsection (c) must be changed to
include anti-tax exploitive schemes, as defined by the proposed Anti-Tax Exploitive Schemes
Act, instead of specific anti-tax avoidance provision and doctrine.

•

Section 145, Circumstances where settlement is inappropriate – only subsection (a) (i) must be
removed and substituted by new section
▪

Add: Section 146 Circumstances where settlement is not allowed – subsection
(a): it is not allowed of the State to ‘settle’ a ‘dispute’ if in the opinion of SARS -
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•

The action by the person concerned that relates to the ‘dispute’ constitutes
international tax evasion or fraud.

•

There must be a full investigation followed by criminal charges and a clear public record by the
Commissioner. The implications of tax avoidance should be looked at beyond a matter of
dispute, whether the dispute is a cost-effective way to promote compliance with legislation or
not. It must instead be understood as criminality so that the participant or group of participants
are treated as criminals.

•

Section 146 (d) must be removed completely to ensure that SARS’ position in a dispute is an
outcome of criminal investigation proceeded by a penalty regime as outline by the Anti-Tax
Exploitive Schemes Act.

•

Section 235 Criminal offences relating to evasion of tax must be removed in its entirety, and
form the basis of the proposed Anti-Tax Exploitive Schemes Act.

Securities Transfer Tax Administration Act No.26 of 2007:
•

Section 9 – Schemes for obtaining undue tax benefits, subsection 2(c) revised to state, “any
other ‘tax exploitive schemes’ as defined in this act

•

If the Commissioner proved that the scheme was entered into or carried out solely or mainly for
the purpose of obtaining a tax benefit, the tax benefit must be prevented and there must be a
penalty to deter taxpayers from considering such schemes in future.

Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act No.28 of 2002:
•

Technical recommendations on the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act do not
in any way outweigh the political and economic recommendations made above. The
nationalisation of mines is the overarching solution to transfer mispricing and aggressive tax
avoidance in the mining sector.

•

However, the current legislation as it is can be amended to deal with transfer mispricing and
aggressive tax avoidance.
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•

Companies with mining rights in particular multinational corporations, must submit
comprehensive transfer pricing between all its subsidiaries as part of their company annual
filling.

•

Section 23, Granting and duration of mining right,
o

(1) Subject to subsection (4), the Minister must [“must” change to “may”] grant a mining
right if:
▪

The financial plan (including potential tax revenue based on a tax plan) is
compatible with the intended mining operation and duration thereof.

•

Section 47 (1) Subject to subsection (2)(3) and (4), the Minister may [“may” must change to
“must”] cancel or suspend [the Act must give a period of how long a license can be suspended
before it is cancelled permanently] any reconnaissance permission, prospecting right, mining
right, mining permit or retention permit if the holder thereof –
o

•

Add: (e) conduct transfer mispricing or participate in any tax exploitive schemes

Section 55, Minister’s power to expropriate property for the purpose of prospecting or mining:
o

Add: (3) [if section 47(1) (e) occurs] the Minister must expropriate the total value of a
license holder company as recorded on the day of license cancellation or suspension [if
the suspension leads to permanent cancellation].

South African Reserve Bank:
•

South African Reserve Bank must put mechanism to monitor transactions between related
parties between trading entities.

•

The South African Reserve Bank must refer transactions of amounts over certain thresholds
between related parties, in particular when one trading entity is located in tax haven
jurisdictions.

•

The South African Reserve Bank should report public transactions between related parties or
trading entities by sectors and names of trading entities, and their corporate income taxes
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Sixth Method recommendations:
•

The Parliament and the Minister of Finance must amend the terms of reference to expand the
Committee’s mandate, together with SARS, the National Treasury, the South African Reserve
Bank and the Financial Intelligence Centre, to do a thorough study on the feasibility of
implementing the Sixth Method in South Africa.

•

The terms of reference must include a study of Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia and India anti-tax
avoidance legislation to understand finer details of a legislation that will combat illicit financial
flows in all its manifestation.

Other recommendations:
•

The Committee must recommend to SARS, the National Treasury, the South African Reserve
Bank, and the Financial Intelligence Centre through the Cross-Agency Task Team (CATT), to
establish a more detailed and comprehensive information centre to gather data on illicit financial
flows and transfer mispricing.

•

The Department of Mineral Resources must include as part of the annual reports to Parliament,
mineral extraction audits listed by company, and type of mineral.
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